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Planetscope satellite bands

The planetscope is one of the satellite constellations administered by the planet. It is now possible to purchase, order and access PlanetScope data using the Sentinel Hub (SH). Approximately daily coverage around the world is 3.7 to 4.1 meters pixel size (sampled up to 3 meters) blue, green, red, near-
infrared (+red edge and more in the near future)PlanetScope satellite constellation contains more than 130 small satellites called Doves. Each pigeon satellite is a cube made of three cubic units, measuring only 10 cm by 10 cm by 30 cm. Satellites are launched in groups that constantly improve mission
features such as re-visit times, spatial and spectral resolutions. Constellation is constantly in and does not require acquisition planning. PlanetScope data is a great resource for vegetation monitoring. Supplementing sentinel-2 data with better spatial resolution and better time coverage is especially
important in cloudy areas as it increases the chances of obtaining a cloudless image. PropertyInfoSpatial resolution3 m (resampled)SensorFour-band frame Imager: Blue, Red, Green and Near-Infrared bandRevisit time1 daySpatial coverageglobalData availabilitySince 2009MeasurementTop of the
atmosphere (TOA) reflectanceCommon usage/purposeLand-cover maps, land-change detection maps, vegetation monitoringMore information:The PlanetScope products are released under the license available here. Note: If you already have the planet api key you can skip this section and continue with
the Order planetScope data.PlanetScope data purchase process in sentinel hub goes as follows:check pricing and conditions. If you want to buy a larger area send us an email and we have a custom offer ready. Go to the billing section on your SH dashboard and buy the Planet Domain layout. You will
get an invitation from the planet to sign eula, after which you will receive the api key of your planet. Once you have your planet api key you can continue ordering PlanetScope Data.Vouchers for non-commercial use available, sponsored by ESA, follow this link. Volume discounts possible for large users.
call us . Existing planet users can use data through the Sentinel Hub using their credentials. The minimum area per order is 0.01 km². Limited use for agriculture up to 31.12.2020 in Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Brazil, Chile, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, North America,
Paraguay, Russia, South Africa, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uruguay, Uzbekistan. To order PlanetScope data, please use our third-party import data API. SH uses the following settings when ordering PlaneScope:Provider parameter/tool values used by SH to order typePSScene4Bandasset
typeanalyticTop reflection atmosphere (toar) toolis appliedtoar scale factor10000Clip functional tool harmonized tool applied by default, the user can order it off by setting harmonizeTo to NONE when placing. More If you need any other PlanetScope product, please contact us. Once your order has
successfully finished the ordered data will be available in one of your BYOC collections. The tiles in the collection will match planetScope scenes. You will need the ID of this collection to access the data. Access to PlanetScope data is similar to accessing any other BYOC data. All the processing and
filtering options listed there can be used. However, specific settings for accessing PlantScope data are listed below. Use byoc set ID where your PlanetScope data was delivered as an input.data.dataFilter.collectionId parameter value in the API application process. See access to BYOC data for more
information. This chapter will explain the bands and data that can be set in the evalscript input object. Any string listed in the column name can be an element of the input.bands array in your evalscript. NameDescriptionResolutionB1Blue, 455 - 515 nm3mB2Green, 500 - 590 nm3mB3Red, 590 - 670
nm3mB4Near Infrared, 780 - 860 nm3mUDMUnusable Data Mask3mdataMaskThe mask of data/no data pixels (more). N/A dataMask has no source resolution because it is calculated for each output pixel. The data values for each band in your custom script are provided in the default units as specified
here. If more than one unit is available for a given band, you may optionally set the input.units value in your evalscript startup function to one of the options. Doing so will provide data at the same time. The source format determines how and how accurately digital numbers from which the unit is derived
are coded. The typical range shows what values are common for a given band and unit, however Perth can be expected. For PlanetScope bands, DN (digital numbers) are default and single. Reflection values can be achieved using simple formula: Reflection = DN / 10000.BandUnitSource FormatTypical
RangeNoteOptical bandsB1 - B4DNUINT160 - 4000Highly Reflective pixels can be values higher than 10000.UDMbit maskUINT80 - a fully usable dataother - potentially problematic/in usable dataFull description in PlanetAry Documents (page 91, part 2. UNUSABLE DATA MASK
FILE)dataMaskN/ABoolean0 - no data 1 - dataAll mosaicking types are supported. PlanetScope long examples called PlanetScope short name PLS sensor type each planetscope pigeon satellite is a cubeSat 3U form agent (10 x 10 x 30 cm). PlanetScope is composed of about 120 satellites. Each
satellite carries a telescope and a CCD frame camera equipped with a bayer mask filter. Platform PlanetScope Key file name (use to open dataset) *_metadata.xml Supported file name extensions .xml, .tif Sections Data product name and description Distribution disk files Returned data for supported
format References Data product name and description there are three generations of optical instruments: Planet Scope 0 (PS0) Planet Scope 1 (PS1) Planet Scope 2 (PS2) The spectral Are: Red: 590 - 670 nm (nm) Green: 500 - 590 nm Blue: 455 - 515 nm PS2 also has an infrared band near 780-860
nm. Note: The information provided here is based on the documentation of the distributor of the data listed under the resources. Description of the surface name 3A Ortho tile radiometric product and sensor correction is applied to the data. Orthotic images are projected to be UTM designs. References
Planet Spacecraft Operations and Ground Control Planet Satellite Imagery Products planet.com Copyright © PCI Geomatics, 2020. it is. This morning at our 19th Exploring Conference, Planet Co-founder and CEO Will Marshall unveiled the latest product announcements that customers can look forward
to next year. Planet Monitoring announced new capabilities for the next generation of PlanetScope, our flagship solution overseen by our latest continued pigeon satellite called SuperDove. The new sensors enable higher image quality with sharper, more vibrant colors and precise level reflection values
for advanced algorithms and time series analysis. PlanetScope's next generation is surgical with publicly available images, such as the Copernicus Sentinel-2, empowering customers to use PlanetScope data with other sensors to increase their analysis with higher spatial and time clarity. PlanetScope
Images now has four spectral bands (red, green, blue, and near infrared). Next, planet will add more spectral bands to enable new applications and use items. On stage, Will discussed details about the next-generation planetscope, which includes images of 4 bands, 5 bands and 8 PlanetScope bands
fed by SuperDove. Customers can access these new 4-band PlanetScope images as part of an early access program in late 2019, with images of 5 bands and 8 bands made available in early 2020. Planet Tasking - 50 cm SkySat is best for the latest reserve and introduces the planet's highest resolution
yet: 50 cm SkySat images. The planet is building this future feature by lowering the orbit of an existing skystrip and improving image processing to deliver 50 cm data. This new data will open up a wide array of applications in energy, mining, finance, and security, requiring ultra-fine clarity to detect objects
and features. The planet's goal is to provide customers with these 50cm images in the first half of 2020. Planet Feed Analytics Planet Analysis is now generally available, allowing each customer to enhance their images products by adding road detection, building detection, or ship detection feed. Planet
analytics feeds use computer vision to automatically identify favorite features on planet Basemaps and PlanetScope scenes. To release betas by the end of this year, change detection feeds allow customers to automatically detect change on a global scale and fast frequency—an unmatched capability.
Customers can efficiently find out where the change occurred to help focus where they spend their time, or to tip Images, like SkySat, are for a closer look. Changing detection feeds represents the next stage of our analytical capabilities, helping customers focus their resources on where the change has
recently occurred. To help bring these new product capabilities to market, Planet Orbit announced, the revamp of our partner program that helps fuel Jupiter's success. Planet Orbit provides partners access to unavailable location data elsewhere in the commercial market, and helps them to grow their
businesses through training, tools, shared market activities, strategic partnerships, and more. Be sure to check out our blog and social media platforms during explore 19 to continue product news and updates. Learn more and get early access to beta product release by signing up here. here.
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